Tenorshare Updated iPhone Data
Recovery for Mac with iOS 9 Supported
NEW YORK, N.Y., Sept. 18, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Tenorshare, the No. 1
iOS device data recovery software vendor, announced the new upgrade of
Tenorshare iPhone Data Recovery for Mac. The new update focuses on the newest
iOS 9 compatibility and stability improvements. It also introduced some new
features, such as App video recovery, data transfer, etc.
“As the super star program in Tenorshare, we are always dedicated to
providing the excellent iPhone data recovery service to customers. And today
we are thrilled to bring the new version with iOS 9 supported and stability
improvements,” said Mike Lee, Tenorshare’s CEO. “With the new one, people can
experience the best Mac iOS 9 data recovery they have even done.”
The updated Tenorshare iPhone Data Recovery for Mac can recover 20 types of
files from iPhone with iOS 9 installed.
Users can get data back in the following scenarios:
1. A failed upgrade to iOS 9 (Note: Backup file before upgrade is highly
recommended.)
2. Factory settings restore.
3. Virus attack.
4. iPhone jailbreak.
5. Mistakenly deleted data.
6. System crash.
7. ROM flashing.
8. Broken device.
Additionally, this upgrade features one new data type supported. Users can
find App Document in App Data Recovery column. That means users can recover
App related data, for example, app photos, video, audio, etc. from all
popular Applications.
Moreover, compared with the previous version which saves the recovered data
to local computer only, the new version can transfer recovered messages,
contacts and notes back to iPhone 6s/6s Plus/6 Plus/6/5S/5, etc.
Other Features of Tenorshare iPhone Data Recovery for Mac:
1. Restore iPhone data from iTunes backup or iCloud backup file.
2. Preview photos, contacts, SMS, etc. before recovery.
3. Recover various files from all models of iPhone including iPhone 6s,
iPhone 6s Plus, iPhone 6S, iPhone 6/6 Plus, iPhone 5S/5C/5, iPhone 4s/4,
iPhone 3GS, etc.
4. Work stably on Mac OS X 10.10.3 (Yosemite) and other lower Mac versions.
Pricing and Availability:
The updated Tenorshare iPhone Data Recovery for Mac is available today
through Tenorshare official store (www.tenorshare.com). You can also get it
from other famous download sites like CNET, SoftPedia, etc. The original

price is $159.95, now you can get it for only $79.95 with the new upgrade
promotion.
Video: https://youtu.be/bGZjMgRkIps.
Twitter: @Tenorshare
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